SNEWT III: TOSSUP QUESTIONS (Yale C)
1. This French theologian and philosopher is probably best known for his solution of the problem of
universals and for his original use of dialectics. In 1140 Saint Bernard of Clairvaux prevailed upon
Innocent II to condemn him for his skeptical and rationalistic writings. That's what Britannica will tell you.
What he's REALL Y famous for is his love affair with a girl almost twenty years his junior. His letters to
Heloise are counted among the classics of romantic correspondence. FTP, name this monk whose
autobiography was Hislaria CalamitullI.
ANSWER: Peter ABELARD
2. Houses, trees, and haystacks might sound like stick-figure surroundings, but they were this man's main
motifs. In the I 880s, unhappy with his own style of comma-like brushstrokes and strong colors, he adapted
Seurat's dottier divisionism. Despite peers' discouragement, poverty, and his wife's threat to drown herself
and two of their kids, he supported this new art even after abandoning it. FTP, name this French
Impressionist and father figure to Monet and Gaugin.
ANSWER: Camille - PISSARO3. This polysaccharide consists of units of the amino sugar glucosamine. It has many uses, acting as a
wound-healing agent, a food and drug stabilizer, and a membrane for chromatography. Most importantly,
it serves as protection for certain organisms. FTP, name this white horny substance found in the outer
skeleton of insects and crustaceans.
ANSWER: - CHITIN4. Bom in New York City in 1950, this 2000 presidential candidate has selved as a U. S. ambassador to the
United Nations Social Economic Council and was twice nominated by the Republican for the Senate in
Mmyland. FTP, name this Aflican-American Republican author and commentator who is making his
second presidential run since 1996, but has gotten off to a slow start with few votes in the recent Iowa
caucuses.
ANSWER: Alan - KEYESIts main theme is human powerlessness in the face of the vicissitudes of fate and despite its title it has
nothing to do with ancient Athens. The title character endw·es two shipwrecks, and believes after the
second one that both his wife Thaisa, daughter of King Simonides of Pentapolis, and his daughter Marina,
who manies Govemor Lysimachus of Mytilene are lost, but through the workings of mysterious fate all are
happily reunited at the end. For ten points, name this romance of Shakespeare, whose title character, a
prince of Tyre, shares his name with a great Athenian statesman.
ANS WER: ]ERI CLES_, Prince of Tyre
6. This body of water, which is 35 to 60 miles wide, contains the islands of Qeshm (Qishm), Hengam
(Henjam), and the island that is its namesake. It is of great strategic importance due to the sheer volume of
petroleum that passes through it. While the Persian Gulf lies on its westem side, the Arabian Sea lies on
the southeast. FTP, name this body of water that separates Iran from the Arabian Peninsula.
ANSWER: _STRAIT OF HORMUZ_ (or Olmuz)

We;.4')
7. He entered Parliament in 1890 with a win in Caemmvon Boroughs, ~ and would keep that seat for
over 50 years. In the I-louse of Commons, he distinguished himself with his wit and audacity in debates,
and joined the Liberal Pm·ty's radical wing. He also selved in the Cabinet as president of the Board and
Trade and was elected as British prime minister in 1916. FTP, name this man who served from 1916-1922
and directed the British through World War I.
ANSWER: David - LLOYD GEORGE-

8. Published in 1887, this is Nietzsche's major work on ethics, in which he used philosophy, psychology,
and classical philology to give new directions to an ancient discipline. The three essays that compose the
work concem master morality vs. slave morality, guilt and bad conscience, and ascetic ideals in religion
and in the academy . FTP, name this work, which attempts to give the histOlY of our conscience.
ANSWER: On the - GENEALOGY OF MORALS9. Golf is in the family for this 28-year-old Jacksonville native, one of the new stars of the PGA Tour.
Many of his relatives have participated in professional tournaments, including his father RObelt, who plays
on the senior tour. This golfer's career took off at Georgia Tech, where he was two-time ACC Player of the
Year. FTP, name this player who has challenged Tiger Woods for golfs top spot over the last two years.
ANSWER: David DUVAL
10. This white clystalline substance was first identified in 1908 by Kikunae Ikeda as a !lavor enhancer.
Ikeda found that soup stocks made from seaweed contained high levels of this substance, and began its
commercial production. Today, it is believed to be the cause of "Chinese Restaurant Syndrome". FTP,
name this substance, a sodium salt delived from glutamic acid.
ANSWER: _MONOSODIUM GLUTAMATE_ (prompt on MSG)
Ii. From wan·ior's victory dance to fOlmal march of the nobility, this popular 17th_ to 19 th -century dance
was used as a musical fonn by Handel, Beethoven, and Chopin. In its aristocratic mode, dancers would
couple according to social rank would glide around the ballroom, slightly genuflecting every third step.
FTP, name this dance which takes its name from a central European countly.
ANSWER: - POLONAISE12. Bom in Ribe, Demark in 1849, this man left Denmark in 1870 to seek work in the u.S. as a carpenter.
He stluggled with many of the problems immigrants at this time did, especially joblessness and hunger.
After finding work as a police reporter for the New York Tribune, he began to see the horrible conditions of
the New York slums. FTP, name this man who forced refonns of the slums with his 1890 book How the
Olher Half Lives.
ANSWER: Jacob RIIS
13. It altemated with Comayagua as the capital of its counhy until 1880. In 1578, this city was founded on
the slopes of Mount Picacho and the banks of the Choluteca river as a gold and silver mining center. It lies
just about 50 miles north of the Gulf of Fonseca. As one of the few world capitals without a railroad
service, it largely depends on the intemational airpOlt at Toncontin. FTP, name this city of Hondw·as.
ANSWER: - TEGUCIGALPA14. The followers of this religion adhere to the three-fold path represented by their motto: "good thoughts,
good words, good deeds." This monotheistic religion may have been the first with a single supreme god.
Avesta is the name of the main holy book, which includes five hymns called the Gathas. FTP, name this
religion whose supreme god is Ahura Mazda, founded by Zarathustra in Persia.
ANSWER: - ZOROASTRIANISM15. Bom in 1622 in Breconshire, Wales, this poet aSCii bed his spiritual reawakening and inspiration to
George Herbert's poems, including Herbelt's "The Temple". His secular works include Olor Iscanus, or
The Swan of Usk, but his most famous work is Silex Scinlillalls. FTP, name the poet, whose FielY Flint
refers to "the stony hardness of his heart, from which the divine steel stlikes fire ."

ANSWER: Henry _ VAUGHAN_
16. Discovered in the Stanford Linear Accelerator Center by a group led by Martin Peri, this lepton has a
mass of 1,784 MeV. Due to its high mass, this pmticie decays very rapidly, and has a mean life of 3 X 10"13 seconds. It also has a negative charge, like the electron and the muon, but is disgustingly larger than
either of the two pmticies. FTP, identify this pmticie, named after a Greek letter.
ANSWER: - TAU 17. Bom in the West Baltimore slums as Frizzel Gray, his current name means "conquering son of kings."
While serving in Congress, he gained repute for bucking conventional wisdom and challenging other
Democrats, and became chairman of the Congressional Black Caucus in 1993. FTP, name this president of
the National Association for the Advancement of Colored People who has recently encouraged minorities
to boycott TV because of many new series' all-white casts.
ANSWER: Kweisi - MFUME18. If water ripples move outward from a center point, why not a cultural charactelistics? That 's the
assumption for this theOIY, which states that widely distributed traits are older than more nan'owly
distIibuted ones. Although problems such as vmied diffusion speeds and trait distribution disturbed by
population movements weaken it, it can detelmine at least the probability of developments in historically
unified places. FTP, name this hypothesis of anthropology.
ANSWER: _AGE-AREA_ Hypothesis
19. In 1986, Black Francis, Joey Santiago, David Loveling, and Kim Deal fom1ed this student band on the
remains of punk and surf music. Against all odds, from 1987 to 1993, it became the most fashionable
altemative rock band without ever reaching commercial success. After its breakup, Kim Deal moved on to
be the lead singer of the Breeders. FTP, name the band about whom Nilvana's KUIt Cobain said, "Basically,
we were hying to rip off them ."
ANSWER: PIXIES
20. This poem is loved by Westemers as a hymn of praise to sensual delights. It enjoys a more profound
reputation throughout the East, however, where it is known as a deep allegory of the soul's romance with
God. Contructed in epigrmnmatic quatrains, its author was bom in Khorassan in the latter half of the
eleventh centUIy. FTP, name this poem by Omar Khayymn.
ANSWER: - RUBAIYAT21. Bom in 1849, he went to work for the railroad in Carbondale, Pennsylvania at age 13. At 17, he became
a machinist's apprentice and joined the Machinists' and Blacksmiths' Union. In 1879, he joined the Knights
of Labor and rose rapidly through its ranks while also selving as mayor of Scranton, PA. FTP, name this
labor leader \vho succeeded Uriah Stephens as head of the Knights of Labor and resigned in 1893.
ANSWER: Terence - POWDERLY22. Bom in 190 I into one of Vietnam's noblest fmnilies, this man was on friendly tem1S with the
Vietnamese impelial family in his youth. In 1933, he was the Minister of the Interior, but resigned the smne
year and spent twelve years in Hue. In 1945, he was captured by Ho Chi Minh, and refused an offer to join
his independent govemment in the North. FTP, name this leader who selved as plime minister of South
Vietnam until he was 1963.
ANSWER: Ngo Dinh _DIEM_

23. This novel centers on Renzo and Lucia, two lovers who are forced to flee from the villainous Don
Rodrigo. The plot reflects the turbulence of 17th centUlY Italy, where noblemen flouted law and justice,
wreaking havoc in the lives of those who were too weak or poor to protect themselves. Other significant
characters include the Nun of Monza and Father Clistoforo. FTP, name this classic by Alessandro
Manzoni.
ANSWER: II-IE BETI-IROTI-IED
24. Living, breathing humans aren't the only ones that can have fake identities. This Hellenistic sculpture
fragment of a male nude by Apollonius used to enjoy a reputation as a first-century BC original. Now,
ex peltS believe it is a copy of a second-century work. Despite this deception, its dynamic pose influenced
Michelangelo's figUl'e style and inspired Baroque artists. FTP, name this work, whose moniker would have
flattered a celtain English TV butler.
ANSWER: - BELVEDERE TORSO25. Frustrated by France's anarchy after the civil wars of the Roman Catholics and Huguenots, this man
sought a remedy to the situation. His prescription: the recognition of the state's unique, absolute, and
supreme power of sovereignty . This man believed that the govemment, whether a monarchy, aristocracy,
or democracy, commanded tlu'ough divine right and according to divine and natural law. FTP, name this
man, who published Six Livl'es de fa Repubfique in 1576.
ANSWER: Jean BODIN
26. Following the success of nylons, this group of polymers was prepared by condensation of a diamine and
terephthalic acid. The chains of this polymer pack closely, producing a tough, stiff, high-melting fibre.
Some of the trademarked names in this group include Nomex (TM), developed in 1961 , and Kevlar (TM),
developed in 1971. FTP, name these polymers, which are essentially aromatic nylons.
ANSWER: - ARAMIDS-

SNEWT III: BONUS QUESTIONS (Yale C)
I. FTPE, name the following major decisions of the Supreme COUIt under Chief Justice John Marshall.
(A) A Maryland man sought to receive his Fifth Amendment right to just compensation from his city's
government, but the Court ruled that the Bill of Rights did not apply to states in this 1833 case.
ANSWER: _BARRON V. BALTIMORE_
(B) This 1819 decision upheld the constitutionality of the Second Bank of the United States and ruled that
states could not tax the bank.
ANSWER: - MCCULLOCH V. MARYLAND(C) This 1824 decision held that the Constitution's commerce clause prevented New York from granting a
monopoly for a company to operate steamboats in waters that crossed state boundaries.
ANSWER: - GIBBONS V. OGDEN-

2. Ivan Turgenev was bom into the gentry and was dominated by a tyrannical mother. In Berlin, he was
influenced by Gelman Idealism. Now that you know something that has nothing to do with this bonus
question, answer the following about him FTPE.
(A) This masterpiece, staning the brash young nihilist Bazarov, enraged a nation, inciting protests from
young and old, conservative and radical alike in 1862. Consequently, Turgenev was driven abroad for most
of his remaining years.
ANSWER: FA Tl-IERS AND SONS
(Ba) This play wlitten earlier is Turgenev's career is still frequently perfOl111ed. It is a satire of aristocratic
life.
ANSWER: - A MONTH IN THE COUNTRY(C) This was Turgenev's first book, published in 1852. It is a coIIection of stOlies about Russian peasant
life.
ANSWER: - A SPORTSMAN'S SKETCHES3. Give the capitals of these Canadian provinces, ten points each
(A) British Columbia
ANSWER: - VANCOUVER(B) Plince Edward Island
ANSWER: CHARLOTTETOWN
(C) New Brunswick
ANSWER: - FREDE~CTON4. Name the following first-year NFL coaches, FTPE
(A) This fOimer Milmesota Vikings offensive coordinator is now head coach of the Baltimore Ravens.
ANSWER: Blian - BILLICK(B) This fomler offensive coordinator in Jacksonville is the new head man for the newly fonned Cleveland
Browns.
ANSWER: Chlis PALMER
(C) This fonner Green Bay quarterbacks coach now leads the
Philadelphia Eagles.
ANSWER: Andy _REID_

5. 30-20-10 Identify the Greek mythological figw·e.
30 - This huntress of Artemis was raped by Zeus. As a result, she was banished from the virgin huntress'
circle and bore the child Arcas.
20 - Hera tumed her into a bear in a fit of--surprise surprise--jealous rage.
10 - She was killed by her own son, who failed to recognize his mother in her bear shape. Zeus took pity
and brought her up to the skyr as the constellation Ursa Major with her son, Ursa Minor. She also gives her
name to a Galilean satellite of Jupiter.
ANSWER: - CALLISTO6. FTPE, identify the movie star from his or her real name.
(A) Mapother is the real sumame of this celebrity from Syracuse, NY.
ANSWER: Tom CRUISE
(B) This star, bom Demetria Guynes, was named after a cosmetic product.
ANSWER: Demi - MOORE-

(C) This sexy guy, who played Tom Hanks' lover in the movie Philadelphia, is actually a Jose.
ANSWER: Antonio - BANDERAS7. The last two years have featured books by all the major network news anchors. Name the books FTPE.
(A) This Tom Brokaw work describes individuals who grew up during the Great Depression and World
War II .
ANSWER: - TI-IE GREATEST GENERATION(B) This work by Peter Jennings and ABC producer Todd
Brewster details the major events and achievements of the last 100 years.
ANSWER: - THE CENTURY(C) This 1999 Dan Rather book contains essays whose topics range from Fidel Castro to bass fishing.
ANSWER: - DEADLINES AND DATELINES-

8. Are you depressed? Keep on getting hosed on lame tossups? Well, you can't be as depressed as these
areas of the world. Answer these questions about them FTPE.
(A) This flat lowland between Kazakstan and Russia occupies about 77,220 square miles. It's below sea
level on the n0l1hem side, and both the Ural and Volga Rivers pass through it and empty into the body of
water with which it shares its name.
ANSWER: _CASPIAN_Depression
(B) This depression in the Libyan Desert, at most 435 feet below sea level, is the lowest point in Egypt. In
the 1970s, oil deposits were discovered on the southem pm1 of it.
ANSWER: _ QATT ARA_ Depression

(C) The Turpan Depression is largest area below sea level in China lying at the southem entrance to a
major pass through the Tien Shan mountains. It lies in the n0l1h of this basin which composes most of
China' s n0l1hwest along with the Jzugarian Basin.
ANSWER: - TARIM- Basin

9. Name the following key figures concerning the end of apmiheid in South Aflica, FTPE
(A) This man led resistance against South African policies in the 1980's, winning a Nobel Prize for his
efforts
ANSWER: Desmond TUTU
(B) This man released Nelson Mandela while he was president.
ANSWER: F.W. DE KLERK
(C) This plime minister, who selved from 1978-1989,
preceded de Klerk and ended some fOims of segregation in South Africa.
ANSWER: P.W. BOn·IA

10. Given minor characters, name the Shakespem'e play, FTPE.
(A) Ross, Lermox, Donalbain
ANSWER: MACBETH
(B) Sicinius, Brutus, Aglippa, Tullus Aufidius
ANSWER: CORIOLANUS
(C) Peter, Pmis, GregOlY
ANSWER: - ROMEO AND JULIET-

II. I know Windows 2000 is coming soon, but I'm a sentimentalist, and I reminisce about the days when
DOS was the way to go. Answer these questions about my now-defunct operating system FTPE.
(A) First, what does DOS stand for?
ANSWER: - DISK OPERATING SYSTEM(B) Remember the good 01' "dir" command? I bet you also recall the flags that controlled it. For example,

if you \-vanted to see a page at a time, you would type "dir Ip" . Now, what flag would you use if you
wanted to see files in clu'onological order?
ANSWER: _00_ or _DIR 100_ (od stands for order of date, not overdose)
(C) Remember when you wanted to kill a directOlY, and how "del *. *" didn't work if it had subdirectories?
Well, this command (the author's favorite) took care of that problem. Name this command that could kill a
directOlY and its subdirectories, but didn't otTer the comforts of an "are you sure (YIN)" prompt.
ANSWER: - DEL TREE12. FTPE, answer the following about a famous monastery .
(A) This monastery, located about 45 miles north of Lyons, was founded in 910 CE by Duke William the
Pious of Aquitaine.
ANSWER: - CLUNY(B) Cluny represented a return to the strict observance of this set of rules, established by a saint who set an
example for monks' behavior.
ANSWER: - BENEDICTINE- Rule

(C) This second abbot of Cluny, who shares his with the designer of Charlemagne's palace chapel, made
Cluniac monasteries answerable only to the pope. In addition, he was directed by Pope John XI to reform
monastelies in Gaul and Italy, and helped make Cluny the most influential monastery of its time.
ANSWER: St. _000_ of Cluny

13. FTPE, name these atypical painting techniques.
(A) This technique, in which one "bums in" colors to create a bl111iant effect, makes use of pigments mixed
into hot wax.
ANSWER: _ENCAUSTIC_painting
(B) Sun-ealist painters used this mode of uncensored visual free association to express fantastic and erotic
images of the unconscious.
ANSWER: - AUTOMATISM-

(C) Crazy as it seems, the act of pressing liquid paint between a pair of canvasses and pulling them apart to
create bubbles and ridges of pigment has this as a legitimate name.
ANSWER: - DECALCOMANIA14. We know about the metric system, and we know about the elements, so let's combine them for this
question.
(A) What are the two elements used to create the intemational prototype for the Kilogram? You get ten
points for one, 15 points for both.
ANSWER: - PLATINUM- and - IRIDIUM(B) The unit second is the duration of 9,192,631,770 periods of the radiation corresponding to the transition
between two hyperfine levels of this atom. You get ten points for the element, 15 for both the element and
the isotope number.
ANSWER: CESIUM-\33
15. For fifteen points each, identify these great works of Chinese literature.
Written dUling the Ming Dynasty, it is something of a hist0l1cal novel, chroncling the events of the fall of
the Han Dynasty. It features such characters as the warlords Tsao Tsao and the sorceror Chuko Liang.
ANSWER: - ROMANCE OF THE THREE KINGDOMSWritten by Ts'ao Hsueh-Ch'in in the 18th century, it details five generations of two households in Peking
belonging to the same family, and focuses on a ROllleo Gnd Juliet-ish story between a boy and his cousin.
ANSWER: The - DREAM OF THE RED CHAMBER16. FTPE, name the following English monarchs from the monarch who succeeded them.
(A) Canute II
ANSWER: ETHELRED II or - ETHEL RED THE UNREADY(B) Heru)' IV
ANSWER: - RICHARD II-

(C) Ed..vard VI
ANSWER: - MARY I-

17. Name these musical telms, FTPE.
(A) Although Dvorak's collection of Eight is beller known, Robert Schumann was the first composer to use
this telm, meaning a short composition expressing a mood or nonmusical idea, as a title.
ANSWER: _HUMORESQUE_
(B) This distinct rhythmic pattem, an aspect of selialism, repeats many, many, many times no maller to
what melodies it belongs.
ANSWER: - ISORHYTHM(C) The most typical and distinctive feature of Westem music is this art of combining various melodic lines
in a musical piece.
ANSWER: COUNTERPOINT

18. Answer these questions about a law that's been defunct since 1956.
(A) FTP, name this "law" which was explicitly fonnulated in the early 1930s by Hungarian physicist
Eugene Wigner. It implied that the laws of physics were indifferent to minor reflections and could not
predict a change in the symmetry of the wave function representing a system of fundamental pmticles.
ANSWER: - LAW OF CONSER VA nON OF PARITY(B) For ten points, name either of the two scientists who disproved this law and eamed a Nobel Prize for
Physics in 1957.
ANSWER: Chen Ning "Frank" _YANG_ or Tsung-Dao _LEE_

(C) Yang and Lee proposed that a violation of parity was OCCUlTing when these newly discovered mesons
exhibited decay modes into configurations of a different parity . FTP, name this meson.
ANSWER: the K meson
19. FTPE, ans.ver the follovving questions about the Al1hUlian legend.
(A) The day after her tirst husband was slain because of the scheme that Uther Pendragon and Merlin
smoked up, Uther manied this woman, the mother of Althur.
ANSWER: IGRAlNE
(B) In one legend, he is the son of Elaine and Lancelot who drew the sword successfully from the floating
stone. He replaced Perceval as the Grail-seeker and was the only knight to accomplish the mission.
ANSWER: - GALAHAD(C) He is the foster brother of Arthur and the son of Sir Ector. Arthur made him his seneschal.
ANSWER: Sir - KAY20. 30-20-10 Name the economist.
30 - This man, who became a professor at the London School of Economics in 1929, tJu'ived as a theorist at
a time when extensive mathematical training wasn't necessary for that field.
20 - He was chailman of the Financial Times from 1961-70 as well as Britain's Committee on Higher
Education, which helped expand and refOim the country's university system in the 1960s.
10 - I-lis works included Essay on the Nature and Significance of Economic Science, TheO/y of Economic
Policy, and Robert Torrens and the Evolution of Classical Economics.
ANSWER: Lionel Charles _ROBBINS_ (of Clare Market)

21. Answer these questions about the investigation into the 1993 Waco incident, which was reopened this
September after news broke of the FBI's use of tear gas.
(A) For 5 points, this Senate Majority leader has called for the resignation of the auomey-general over the
matter.
ANSWER: Trent - LOTT(B) For five points each, name the head of the FBI and the U.S. Attomey-General who have reportedly
clashed over this news.
ANSWER: Louis - FREEH- and Janet RENO
-

(C) For 15, this fOimer Missouri senator has been appointed special counsel to investigate the situation.
ANSWER: John - DANFORTH22. FTPE, name these commentators on the lush green field of political science.
A) This Norwegian-American Yalie economist, who wrote 1899's The TheolY oflhe Leisure Class,
spouted such trendy plu'ases as "conspicuous consumption" and "pecuniary emulation". He also believed
that political science was nothing more than a "taxonomy of credenda."
ANSWER: Thomstein VEBLEN
(B) This man believed that scientists should replace priests in the social order and lead society in new

spiritual directions. He thought politics and morals could become "positive" sciences, and command belief
through objective evidence.
ANSWER: Henri de - SAINT -SIMON(C) This man, whose ideas greatly influenced political science after WWII, thought that metaphysics and
nOimative fOimulations were "spooks" and "mind-stuff," and that obselvable fact was the proper study of
politics.
ANSWER: Arthur F. - BENTLEY23. 30-20-10 Name the composer.
30 - After years of musical studies with his AustIian-Polish mother, at the Caminals Academy, under
Emique MorelTa, and in Gelmany, he became conductor of the Barcelona Philhmmonic Orchestra in 1944.
20 - His works included EII/ballied Garden. Acrobals afGod. and Agalhe's Tale.
10 - The eight-tone flamenco scale fOimed the basis of much of his rhythmically powelful ballet music.

ANSWER: Carlos SURINACH
24. Answer the following questions about the life of civil lights leader Booker T. Washington.
5 - He clashed with this late 19 th -century black leader, author of The Souls of Black Folk.
ANSWER: W.E.B. DUBOIS
10 - He gave a speech in this city, calling for blacks to push more for economic freedoms and less for civil
rights.
ANSWER: A TLANT A
IS - He wrote his autobiography in 1901 and it was translated into several languages. Name it.
ANSWER: UP FROM SLA VERY

25. FTPE, answer the following about Thomas Wolfe.
(A) This is the name of Wolfe's brother, p0l1rayed in Look Homeward, Angel as a loner who, because of his
own lost opportunities, hides his love for his youngest brother behind a mask of sh0I1-temperedness and
sarcastic denial.
ANSWER: - BEN- or - BENJAMIN(8) Wolfe completed his Master of Ai1s Degree in Literature in two years at this university, but stayed an
extra year to gain more experience in the renowned 47 Workshop.
ANSWER: - HARVARD-

(C) This is a toughie. She was almost 20 years older than Wolfe, had two grown children, and had a
husband who was a successful New York businessman. However, these facts didn't deter Wolfe and this
woman from having a turbulent love affair, which she recounted in Three Blue Suits and The Journey
Down.
ANSWER: Aline - BERNSTEIN26. FTPE, name these animals used to lure chicks by Maxim magazine in their September issue.
(A) - This animal rated second as a babe magnet. Possibly alluring to women for its length, it's the longest
of all snakes, although not the heaviest. It's not venomous, but it can swallow things really well.
ANSWER: reticulated - PYTHON(8) - This animal has recently received press for being on New York's list of banned "pests." It's also
banned in Califomia, though San Francisco mayor Willie Brown offered his city as a haven for it.
Sometimes considered a domesticated polecat, it is also known as a fitchet, and its name can be used as a
verb.
ANSWER: - FERRET-

(C) - This small arboreal primate of genus Galago is the best babe magnet. It lives in treetops in subSaharan Africa and enjoys the night life.
ANSWER: - BUSH BABY-

